STOKE: ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS

- Participants pair up and plan Rock-Paper-Scissors
- Remind them of format “rocks-paper-scissors-shoot”
- For each pair, the looser becomes the cheering section for the winner
- Winner in each pair goes on to take on another winner
- Encourage group to make it loud
- In the end, half the room should be shouting for one person and the other half for another person
- Final round – best of three ... prizes/accolades for the winner

Debrief
- In a team, you sometimes have to cheer for and support an idea that isn’t yours
- It’s fun, it’s loud ...

STOKE: I’M LATE BECAUSE

- Zoom or in person
- A storytelling stoke
- Invite participants to tell a story of why they are late based on a movie plot
- Others guess the movie ... whoever guesses goes next if they haven’t already gone.
- Example – “I was on a trip with three of my friends, we had a breakdown and had to turn around and return to Florida” ... Apollo 13 (or pick one that works for you)

Debrief
- Storytelling, fun, engagement

To learn about more stokes or to schedule an LEC pop-up contact:

Tiera Trammell
Program Manager
Lubar Entrepreneurship Center
trammel4@uwm.edu

Sign up for the LEC newsletter to learn about upcoming events:
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WHAT IS A STOKE?

- A stoke is an icebreaker with intention
- At the Lubar Entrepreneurship Center we use stokes as part of our engaged, active learning workshops and programming
- What do you want to achieve? See ribbons for each stoke and what each might bring to your session
- Make time to debrief and reflect with participants
- For energy/motion stokes – acknowledge some individuals may be limited for whatever reason & invite them to find a way to meaningfully engage

MORE STOKES

- STOKE: UP, DOWN, FORWARD
  - Zoom or in person
  - A empathy and connection stoke – may evoke some challenges faced by students/participants
  - Popcorn style around the group – an “up” something going well, a “down” something not going well, a “forward” how you’re pressing forward or looking forward to

STOKE: I’M NOT USUALLY A SNOB, BUT ...

- Consider something where you’re very particular … the way your coffee is made, they type of shoelaces you buy …
- Share with the group – “I’m not usually a snob, but when it comes to …”

Debrief:
- Build community, learn what’s important to others
- A window on hobbies, lives, …

STOKE: SPEED-CASSO

- Popcorn style around the group – an “up” something going well, a “down” something not going well, a “forward” how you’re pressing forward or looking forward to

STOKE: YES, LET’S

- Consider something where you’re very particular … the way your coffee is made, they type of shoelaces you buy …
- Share with the group – “I’m not usually a snob, but when it comes to …”

Debrief:
- Build community, learn what’s important to others
- A window on hobbies, lives, …

STOKE: CONVERGE

- Consider something where you’re very particular … the way your coffee is made, they type of shoelaces you buy …
- Share with the group – “I’m not usually a snob, but when it comes to …”

Debrief:
- Build community, learn what’s important to others
- A window on hobbies, lives, …